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LAUREN CAMP

I’m Always Now Studying the Urgency            

We moved here to live, and we didn’t know
the land. We moved here
early and to this day.
 
We heard the fluted salt of ridges whose job it is to lift color, to chorus
inward our attention. What I couldn’t recognize kept flying. Open country.
 
If noises, I never figured I’d learn to hear them.
At night, other others.
Sheer wonders, roaming.
For years, nothing happened many times.
 
 
 

⦓      ⦔
 

 
For years, this was the source of miniature 
pleasures. We traveled about, to lakes
and signs and a spun smell of meadows
recalling our senses. For years, fever passed 
through without taking.
                                   We moved here
 
 

⦓      ⦔
⦓                ⦔

 
 

 
and faced the arroyo, and the arroyo continued
to pull its occasional water.
 
The arroyo opened to a middle and moiled 
running. Coyotes trained on this land, spines 
curved under gray robes.
 
We doted on their throated diphthongs
in the plain fade of light, cherished even what 
they meant, a coming erasure. 
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We moved to the edge of vibration                                            
and all the minuses and wings and ancestral gravesites.
 
What did we need but sumac in luster, halved history and single-celled 
layers………..what but finches, the leaking desert of light.
 
               The same many times. Rio to rio
 
 

………...what but aspens greening to nimble.
 

 
 

⦓      ⦔
 
 
How lonely was is.
Twenty-nine days since meaningful precipitation.
Hours dust in our lungs, in our mouths.
 
Keeping our paces and to the side of us, migrations.
 
A future less wolfheart, snaketail, pine nut,
thunderstorm, snowflutter
and other ordinary devotions—
we couldn’t predict this
terrain of ruined tree crown,
flammable. We moved here
 
to the slow mountains.
 
Moved here on faith, which is to say what we did, we did
by chamisa, althea, fallugia, blue grama, and dropseed
before we even knew these things.
 
 

We knew only the previous moment. 
Knew to begin in mixed cedar.

 

LAUREN CAMP
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⦓      ⦔
⦓                ⦔

 
 
 
While we saw a marrow nearer than farther, the sun bent to fire its own house.
                                                                                                                       

⦓      ⦔
 
Land braided drought zones
and scrims of smoke in the summers.
The arroyo caught in its unruly shell,
its dry network of tree multiples.
We focused between closely bunched weeds. Endless.
 
 
 
Fire eyes the forests, audacious, dines on some houses.
The canyon barely remembers its water.
To keep from dissolving, I take photos of smoke.
I take photos of slopes. Take photos of clotting.
This is the fifth root of grief.
 
To prove we won’t always be blanched in treeless gaping distance.
 
 

⦓      ⦔
⦓                ⦔

 
 
 

In one static-charged valley cast west by raven, 
where old burls unfinish, we coiled
past shallow erosion, bare knolls and resin.
 
We followed directions bruised by circuitous 
thrash. Mirror of cloudbank.
 
Wind came clumsy, and let’s be real,
we trifled. Upspun, we didn’t see failure
till winter. Didn’t see winter
till the white stopped falling.

   

LAUREN CAMP
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How lonely is was…………
thirty-eight days since meaningful precipitation.

 
We cut the dead stuff. Choke off next branches, lost leaves.
Some people are pushed out to nowhere.
 
I remember rosehips.
 

⦓      ⦔

Pick me a scent. Pick me an apology.
We moved here to live in the early morning and later.
 
To wake to opuntia, a flat faint green.
 
Four stalled storms this week. The bird kingdom still whiffles dusk in front of us. 
Whiptails with their intimate shadows. Aspens with their keening.
 

 
⦓        ⦔

 
 
 

I sit by a wall, want for wet, wait for penance.
What you claim as cold,
I claim as tending.

 
We moved here to a land wrought to hurts.
 
Inside the warped forest,
I took one picture of worship,
one picture of the brink. One picture to picture it
untucked in long spasm. Shiny vehemence.
This wasn’t a pilgrimage,
but a way to remember conductive pulses.
Red scars and recurrence.
 

⦓      ⦔
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Among the ways I can look, I find a river’s eyelash edge.
Watch reason lace in small motion.
With fly and lure, chumming and throwbacks
men vault for bass and bluegills, trout and pike and perch
and the river grooms its symmetries.
The river is a yearning, a small seep, a lowest door.

 
 

Among the ways I can look, I look at harm.
 
Coyotes wedge each purple night. Among the ways a blaze smolders.
What happens is a particular peril, heat’s speed
throwing time into vectors and aspect and bucket,
to burning period and dispatch.
 
Heat doesn’t request but seizes fences, and we learn
 

 

glint, dawn, wrench, echo.
 

Still drunk yellow dandelions reach dirty sides of the highway wanting nothing
 
but public reaction and we do not say now please I you and do not
but breathe the stain from which we locate the mountains’ ashen edges
and ambition.
 
 

⦓      ⦔
 
 
The land devours itself. Uphill, upspread.
 
Lightning, human, arson, campfire. From the inside of window, I go to a map 
and choose cinders and incision. The map is all pixels. The map is the size
of the palm of my hand. The map flickers thirsty flares:
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Medio Fire                    transpiration and flame length, knock down,
Little Bear                    running. We moved here. Snag length,
Pacheco                        leftover slash. Handline, burnout, plume, sear.
Whitewater-Baldy         Fire and fire and fire cluster and finish.
Dark Canyon                The palette is blackened, a wreck—elusive,
Dry Fire                        exposed. Without water in the sky,
Las Conchas                 there is fire and fire….dead fuel, lulled wings
Boiler                           and we’re side road, turned road, aperture,
Vics Peak                     24-hour fracture. Colorless wind ready
Cub Fire                       to work another violence,
Farm Camp                   to fetch and bruise another

 
 
Rough cuts. We moved here to land.
Moved here to live and here
the earth buckles. We are home and why
we can’t find our way home. We lived here
late and to this day.


